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Keen® Navigator™ Shock-Absorbing Crutches
Vail B. Horton (Founder of Keen Healthcare), a lifelong crutch user, created The Keen® Navigator™ Crutch to 
eliminate all the typical crutch problems. Featuring a solid-core polymer shock absorbs the energy protecting the 
joints, reduces stress on the back, shoulders, wrists, and elbows. It also aids in preventing damage to the body from 
constant impact and jarring during ambulation. Comes standard with Keen® Aventure™ pivoting tips designed to 
improve safety and mobility on uneven and slick surfaces by maintaining 100% surface contact 100% of the time. 
The Keen® Aventure™ pivoting tip is completely latex-free and longer-lasting than other traditional tips on the 
market. Other standard features include underarm covers and unique micro-adjustable handles for unlimited hand 
placement. The Keen® Navigator™ Crutch is a true favorite of athletes and long-term users.

SPECIFIATIONS:
—Weight limit 300 lbs
—Crutch weight is approximately 5 lbs each
—Adjustable Height:
 Youth (KNY-N): 38.25” to 46.25”
 Adult (KNA-N): 45.25” to 43.25”
 Tall (KNT-N): 52.25” to “60.25”
 X-Tall (KNX-N): 59.25” to 67.25”

PRODUCT FEATURES & BENEFITS:
—Solid core polymer shock absorbs the energy and 
    shock that the joints normally would, reducing the 
    stress on the back, shoulders, wrists, and elbows
—Helps prevent damage to the body from constant 
    impact and jarring during ambulation
—Comes standard with Aventure™ pivoting tips
—Comes standard with underarm covers
—Has a micro-adjustable handle for unlimited hand 
    placement
—Favorite of athletes and long-term users
—Contoured underarm support: designed to increase 
    blood circulation, reduces numbness and risk to
    nervous system, designed to prevent osteoarthritis in 
    shoulder
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Size - User Height (SKU)

Youth - 4’6” to 5’3” (KNY-N)
Adult - 5’3” to 5’10” (KNA-N)
Tall - 5’10” to 6’5” (KNT-N)

X-Tall - 6’5” to 7’0” (KNX-N)

—Sold in pairs
—Crutches and parts are latex free
—Micro-adjustable handle: quick-release lever for easy 
    adjustment, 3600 rotation with unlimited vertical ad
    justment, ergonomically designed off-set hand grip to 
    prevent wrist strain
—Adjustable height: adjusts in 1” increments, circle 
    clip design for easy height adjustments
—Shock absorber: solid core polymer shock system, 
compresses about ½”
—Pivoting Aventure™ tip: flexes 30° for increased
    surface contact, designed to prevent slips and falls, 
    latex-free construction. Replacement tips are
    available.

ACCESSORIES:
—Silencer Bolt - each (10201)
—Underarm Covers - pair (UAC-N)
—Replacement Hand Assembly - each (10194)
—Replacement Underarm Unit - each (10180)


